Bison 2390 “Signal-Assurance” Resistivity System

Brute Force

VS.

Electronic Sophistication

Or, how to achieve superior depth penetration and greater accuracy using less power.

Geophysicists are finding out they don’t need a heavy battery pack or huge generator for deep-penetration resistivity studies. They’ve found that the portable, self-contained Bison 2390 penetrates 2-3 times deeper than conventional resistivity systems, yet uses significantly less power than heavy “brute force” methods.

Bison 2390 “Signal-Assurance” electronics achieves greater sensitivity, range and accuracy by sampling repetitive “in phase” signals and displaying a precise average value. The signal averaging process is continuous and automatic providing an updated output at the end of each averaging cycle.

The liquid-crystal readout displays the received signal digitally in millivolts, to microvolt accuracy.

Interference from natural earth currents and background noise is electronically cancelled giving the 2390 its exceptional depth penetration capabilities. What it all means, is that with the Bison 2390, you can now have hand-portable capabilities never before possible for locating and defining ground water aquifers, rock, sand, gravel and ore deposits.

Call or write today.

BISON INSTRUMENTS
5708 W. 36th St., Mpls., MN 55416, USA
(612) 926-1846 – Telex: 290208
Cutrock equipment is now available from ELE

ELE is one of the World's leading suppliers of equipment for the testing of soils, concrete, asphalt and related materials used in Civil Engineering. We have now extended our field of activity to include selected items of Cutrock equipment, acknowledged as being some of the finest in the world.

The range covers:
- Geological hammers
- Rock splitting and crushing
- Core drilling
- Rock and core cutting
- Thin section cutting and grinding
- Lapping and polishing

For a comprehensive brochure on ELE-Cutrock equipment contact:

Engineering
Laboratory
Equipment Limited

Telephone: Hemel Hempstead (0442) 50221, Cables: Elequip, Hemel Hempstead.
Telex: 825239
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